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Commentary: To classify means to
choose a threshold
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The prevalence threshold yields accurate classifica-
tion without dangerous data snooping.

CENTRAL MESSAGE

Classification requires a
threshold; however, methods like
C-statistic and AUC obfuscate
this. Luckily, there is a sensible
strategy for imbalanced data
thresholding.
Jiangnan Lyu, BSc, and Hemant Ishwaran, PhD

Movahedi and colleagues1 point out that precision
recall area under the curve (PR-AUC) can be a better
performance-evaluation tool than receiver operating char-
acteristic area under the curve (ROC-AUC) for imbalanced
data. This same point has also been made in recent edito-
rials.2,3 By comparing ROC and PR applied in a 90-day
left ventricular assist device mortality study, the authors1

conclude that ROC fails to reflect a classifier’s performance
in detecting the rare cases by generating overly optimistic
AUC. While we generally agree with this message, we
wish to clarify certain points concerning classification and
to note some recent developments.

Soft classification4 is the problem of classifying an object
using probability. The ubiquitous Bayes classifier assigns an
object to 1 of 2 groups if probability exceeds 0.5. For ma-
chine learning (ML) methods, this often results in nearly
all cases being classified to the majority group when data
are highly imbalanced5 (in the authors’ study, 92% of pa-
tients survive, the majority group, 8% die, the minority
group; a relatively high imbalanced ratio [IR] of 92/
8 ¼ 11.5). The value 0.5 used by the Bayes classifier is
called the threshold, and without such a threshold, soft clas-
sification cannot be performed.

ROC-AUC is insensitive to IR. Such a property is un-
wanted for imbalanced data, since rare cases are usually
associated with greater costs; proper performance metrics
should show a monotonic decrease with increasing IR.
While PR-AUC has this property, making it more suitable
for imbalanced data, both methods fail to address soft clas-
sification. AUC methods like these provide an overall mea-
sure of performance by varying a hypothetical threshold but
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are silent on actual threshold value needed for soft
classification.
There is a simple solution, called q*-classification, de-

signed specifically for imbalanced data.5,6 This replaces
the 0.5 threshold used by the Bayes classifier with the prev-
alence (fraction of minority group to overall sample size).
Figure 1 shows G-mean (geometric mean; an appropriate
metric for imbalanced data) soft classification performance
for the ML method random forest (RF). In Figure 1, A,
RF uses q*-classification thresholding: performance is
excellent, even with extreme imbalanced data, IR ¼ 100.
In Figure 1, B, RF uses threshold maximizing cross-
validated G-mean: while performance appears excellent, re-
sults are optimistically biased due to overtraining data
(notice G-mean improves with worsening IR). Figure 1,
C, shows optimized threshold is inflated compared with
prevalence values. Taken together, this shows superiority
of the prevalence threshold without dangers of overtraining.
In conclusion, the authors work adds to the growing

concern of the misuse of ROC and C-statistics with imbal-
anced data. To their credit, the authors identify soft classifi-
cation and the issue of threshold selection as a limitation of
their study and call for future studies to address this. How-
ever, we caution that informal strategies to select threshold
values may be doomed by the dangers of data snooping,
which is exacerbated by the challenges of imbalanced
data. We recommend q*-classification, which is an easily
diovascular Surgery c Volume 165, Number 4 1443
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FIGURE 1. G-mean (geometric mean) soft classification performance of the machine learningmethod random forest (RF). Data are classified as a rare case

if RF out-of-bag (cross-validated) probability is larger than a specific threshold value. Classification data were simulated 100 times independently under

imbalanced ratio (IR) varying from balanced (IR ¼ 1) to extreme imbalanced (IR ¼ 100) scenarios. A, Threshold for RF classification equals prevalence

(fraction of rare cases), a method called RFQ.6 Performance of RFQ is excellent across all IR values. B, Threshold for RF classification is selected by maxi-

mizing out-of-bag (cross-validated) G-mean. Even though optimization uses cross-validated values, results are optimistically biased as evident by G-mean

values increasing with IR. C, Optimized threshold values are inflated when compared with prevalence threshold values (the only exception being IR ¼ 1

when data are balanced; top right). Combined, this demonstrates optimality of RFQ (q*-classification) while avoiding double-dipping the data.
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calculated threshold value, with guaranteed theoretical
properties.6 When combined with a flexible ML method
like RF, this yields excellent performance.
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Commentary: Machine learning
and the brave new world of risk
model assessment
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Machine learning challenges
traditional methods of risk
model assessment. Emphasizing
the less-common outcome in an
unbalanced dataset may be more
appropriate than conventional
approaches.
Paul Kurlansky, MD

Cardiac surgeons have become leaders in the development
and implementation of well-constituted risk models.1

The relatively concrete nature of our profession—discrete
events and outcomes—facilitates quantifiable risk
modeling, robust risk adjustment, and meaningful attribu-
tion. Traditional approaches have relied on increasingly
sophisticated statistical modeling techniques.2 The intro-
duction of machine learning with its remarkable ability to
identify frequently unrecognized associations and patterns
in large data sets will have an increasingly profound influ-
ence on the development and application of predictive
modeling.3 The various approaches—supervised versus un-
supervised, classification/regression versus clustering, and
their various subsets—have particular strengths, weak-
nesses, and optimal applications. Although a welcome
and refreshing development, this rapidly evolving field re-
quires careful attention to the fundamental question: Are
these approaches actually better than what we already
have? Appealing is not necessarily better. How do we
know? It is specifically in answer to this question that Mo-
vahedi and colleagues4 provide a very patient and thorough
tutorial examining the challenge of optimal model assess-
ment in the face of unbalanced data. Specific context is pro-
vided by the comparison of the logistic regression-based
HeartMate Risk Score5—derived and validated from the
clinical trial data of 1122 patients with a left ventricular
assist device—with a random forest plot-based machine
learning approach derived from large multicenter registry
data. The point is not which model performed better, but
rather how to best make that determination. Virtually all
cardiac surgical risk models evaluate relatively infrequent
events. Therefore, there are many more true negatives
than true positives—an unbalanced sample. The classic
diovascular Surgery c Volume 165, Number 4 1445
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